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1 - Shade the Dragin if shadows

The Fifth Warrior:[br]
[br]
Shade slowly turned her head towards the airplanes window, she did wanted to get stronger, but she
really didn't want to leave her home in California.[br]
BAM! the airplane went as it touched the ground, Shade looked around at the new sights, she suddenly
saw a snake like figure in the air. " WTF was that?", Shade said to herself. After finnaly getting her
belongings, she was greeted by a giant dragon once she stepped out. Startled, Shade attacked the
dragon, " Dark Impact, Shadow!!!", Shade shouted as she attacked the dragon, the dragon dodged it,
and he shouted " hey! what are you doing! dont you want to come to the temple?". Shade was confused,
VERY confused, " the temple??", she asked," yes, the temple! aren't you the new dragon?" the dragon
asked, rather annoyed. After a long conversation, Shade rid on Dojo, then when they got to the temple,
once again she was startled, and once again, she had to be corrected. Atfer another LONG conversation
to know her teammates, then suddenly Dojo starts to shake violently. " A shen gong wu has activated!''
shouted Omi, " a shen gong what???" asked Shade, " a shen gong WU!! it's a magical object, and each
one has a different effect on the user" explained Dojo. A few minutes later, the warriors arrive at a big
crater, and at the corner of her eyes, she spotted a lance," hey look! it's a weird lance thingy! is that what
we're looking for?" asks Shade, " yeah!! is it Dojo?'' responds Raimundo,"yes it is!" replies Dojo, " i can't
see any bad of those bad vermin anywhere!, maybe they haven't come?" happily remarks Clay, " yeah!
so i guess your gettong a break from fighting!" adds Kimiko.[br]
" Yup!", says Shade a little upset, " can i go get it? " "sure you can Shade!" says everyone. Shade
quickly jumps off Dojo and takes a hold of the lance's handle, " okay, Nightlance thing! come to
momma!", Shade said as she pulled it out. Suddenly, another hand took hold of it, and who was at the
end of those hands was Wuya, " well,well, so you're the new dragon" Wuya bellowed as the Nightlance
started to glow," listen, little girl, ill spare you if you give me this lance" " oh, yeah right, if you take me as
a coward, then you're in for it!". Wuya then challenged Shade into a fight of quickness and reflex, [br]
Shade had to hit Wuya first in order to win, Wuya starts to charge at Shade," RRAAAA!!!!, time for you to
learn a lesson, LITTLE GIRL!!" and then with a very fast diving punch, trys to knock out Shade, who
jumps then almost lands a axe kick, after that Wuya trys to trip her, but with a graceful [br]
backflip dodges it. " Okay, witch! time to show you what i can do!", suddenly Shade vanishes, Wuya,
who is startled by her disappearance, staggers back, then , in a blink of a eye, Shade appears wasting
no second to land a knock out punch to Wuya. Wuya just goes through the ground literally, and then
everything turned back to normal as a signal that the showdown had ended, her teammates were
speechless, then out of nowhere, a man with long hair appeared, " Chase young!!" shouted all her
friends, Shade was startled by her team's sudden reaction, but by the sound of how they said his name,
he was not a friend. " So, you are the new dragon, the dragon of Shadows, am i correct?","yes..yes you
are..." murmured Shade," so, Shadow dragon, i see you are tense, do not worry, there is nothing at
stake, for now.... and i also see that you took out my little friend with a very strong amount of power.....
don't be surprised if we meet again". At that, Chase young grabbed Wuya and then dissapeared, Shade
was very tense, she did not like the thought of meeting him again. After coming back to the temple,



Shade made a discovery, the Nightlance she got appeared to be her elemental shen gong wu, " you
mean it's mine?" said Shade happily, " yes, it's your's" says Master Fung,"it's a part of you, it's a weapon
made for you," Shade instantly got happy, never in her life Shade has ever gotten a gift, she had no
family, she had no friends, but as Shade looked at her smiling teammates, no, not teammates, friends,
and then at her new special weapon, she smiled herself, for the first time since leaving her home,[br]
for the first time for someone else besides her old master, she looked onward into the horizon as the
shadows slowly covered her face, " I think im going to enjoy this place...." to be continued....[br]
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